FARMINGTON VALLEY QUILTERS

2014 - 2015

FRIENDSHIP BLOCKS
The tradition is for guild members to participate in making friendship
blocks as a way to try a new block, learn a new technique, and finally to
have a chance to win the blocks.
You need to complete your block on the due date. Write your name on a
piece of paper and attach it to your block(s) so the winner knows who
finished the block. Fill out 1 ticket for each block you’ve completed with
your name on it and drop it in the basket provided.
We’re going to try some new things.
1. The winner will win the blocks and 1 yard of coordinating fabric.
2. If you bring in at least three (3) blocks, you’ll get 1 extra chance to
win.

Have Fun!!!

Friendship Block 1……………..…Tea Basket Quilt
Due: October 2014

Friendship Block 2 ………….……Quick Nine Patch
Due: December 2014

Friendship Block 3……………….. Plaid & Solid Block
Due: MARCH 2015

Friendship Block 4……………….. Garden Path Block
Due: May 2015

Questions?

Contact: Diane (Popko) Francini
popinct@comcast.net
(860) 223-7084 Hm

TEA BASKET QUILT

This colorful scrap block is a quick little basket. All you need is four 3" squares cut from white or
ivory, and some scraps from your fabric collection. The triangles are applied and sewn by eye.

Start with a 3" square, and scraps of 3" squares
cut on the diagonal.

Lay a triangle on the square as shown
above. Do this “by eye.”

Sew along the long edge of the triangle, as shown
above. Trim excess back fabric. Press open.

Apply the second triangle as shown above.
Again, sew along the long edge of the triangle.
Trim excess back fabric. Press open.

Trim your block to a 3 inch square.

Make 4 squares, and arrange them like this.

This will make a pretty quilt for the winner of all the blocks. I'm making a bunch.

Thanks to Empire’s Block of the Month Blog for this idea. www.empirequilters.net

Quick Nine Patch
Use 100% cotton fabric. For this block we’ll use batik fabrics.
Use a solid or printed light fabric and a solid or printed darker fabric.
Cut one piece of each fabric into a 6” square.
With RST, align all the edges and stitch a 1/4"
seam on two opposite sides. Cut block into
thirds – 2” wide each, parallel to the stitched seams.
Press seams to the dark side of stitched blocks.
You now have two pieced blocks and two
pieces not yet sewn. Sew the loose light
piece of fabric to one sewn block creating a
light, dark, light block. Sew the loose dark
piece of fabric to one sewn block creating a
dark, light, dark block. Press seams to dark
side.
With Right Sides Together (RST) and
matching seam allowance, stitch the two
short sides together with a ¼” seam. Cut
block into thirds – 2 wide, parallel to the
stitched seams. Press seams.
OKAY, again you have two pieced blocks
and two pieces not yet sewn to the finished
block.

Sew the loose strips to the sewn

blocks to create one nine patch with light fabric
in each corner and one nine patch block with
dark fabric in each corner. You’ll have a
6-1/2” block.
Done!!!!! OKAY – do it again and you’ll have five changes to win the blocks.

Plaid & Solid Block

Use 100% cotton fabric. Thanks to Phyllis Small & her wonderful stash of
fabrics, we have plaid fabric pieces cut to help get you started. You just
need to match it up with a bold solid.
Use a solid fabric and a plaid fabric. We are trying to go for a very strong
vivid quilt. So please find solids and plaids that fit into this look.
From each fabric:
(cut 1) 4-1/2” x 2-1/2”
(cut 1) 2-1/2” x 2-1/2”
(cut 2) 3-1/8” x 3-1/8” – make these into 1/2 square triangles
Assemble:
Row 1:
Row 2:
1/2” x 2-1/2”
Row 3:

solid 4-1/2” x 2-1/2” plus 1/2 square triangle
solid 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” plus 1/2 square triangle plus plaid 21/2 square triangle plus plaid 4-1/2” x 2-1/2”

This photo of this block came from: Tula Pink’s City Sampler: 100 Modern
Quilt Blocks. Block #52.

GARDEN PATH

Cutting Instructions
(cut in order listed)
Medium or Dark print
1 square 6½˝ x 6½˝
4 strips 3˝ x 6½˝
4 rectangles 3˝ x 4˝

Cream print
4 rectangles 2½˝ x 3˝
2 strips 2˝ x 9½˝
2 strips 2˝ x 6½˝

Piecing the Block
1. Referring to Diagram I-A, sew together 2 print 3˝ x 6½˝ strips and 1 cream
2½˝ x 3˝ rectangle to make long pieced strip. Make 2. In similar manner,
stitch together 2 print 3˝ x 4˝ and 1 cream 2½˝ x 3˝ rectangles to make short
pieced strip (Diagram I-B). Make 2.

2. Sew 2 cream 2˝ x 6½˝ strips to print 6½˝ square (Diagram II). Stitch 2
cream 2˝ x 9½˝ strips to top and bottom to make pieced square.

3. Referring to Diagram III, sew short pieced strips to sides of pieced square.
Stitch long pieced strips to top and bottom to make Garden Path Block.

The Fujita Maze bed quilt (88½″ x 88½″) is patterned in the March/April 2013 issue
of McCall's Quilting. Digital downloads of back issues always available at
QuiltandSewShop.com.

